Introduction
A solution to a similar problem has been given previously' in which the magnetic field was generated by two sheet currents varying as cosine theta. One sheet current was located at the boundary between the innermost cylinder and the middle cylinder of structural material. The other sheet was located at the boundary between the middle cylinder and the outermost cylinder of structural material. The present note addresses the problem of improving the representation of the magnet excitation by replacing the two current sheets with a thick cosine theta current distribution in the middle structural region.
Equation for Elastic Displacement
If u is the displacement vector and the body forces are derived from the Lorentz force then2 1-21 (V ..)=+ +v x , vxVxu-I-j212iv(V u -::i-JxB (1) where E is Young's Modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, J is the current density and B is the magnetic induction.
Generalized Plane Strain Approximation
For simplicity consider only the case for which Uz = tzzz with £zz = constant. The remaining components are considered to be functions of (r,0) only. 
Substituting these into Eqs. (11-12) yields terms in r and rlnr. The terms in rlnr vanish in both equations if
Equating the remaining coefficients of r then gives two equations which when subtracted yields
Au00 E+v -2(3-2O)r + 12(4-30)Xr+ b3r-1 
Use of the Virial Theorem
The virial theorem as discussed in Ref. (1) 30.
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